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BoC’s Poloz On Housing, Credit Quality & 

Mortgage Innovation 

 Governor Poloz’s speech (here) on mortgage markets emphasized four points 

across a blend of remarks. He commented favourably on the outlook for 

housing which indicates he isn’t so fussed about housing in terms of 

conducting monetary policy. He also noted how tightened mortgage 

rules are working as intended and this essentially rebuts demands from some 

within the real estate industry to water down or eliminate B20. Poloz pushed 

back against claims over time that 5 year term borrowers would get hit by a 

spike in financing costs. Finally he pointed to three types of room for 

innovation in the mortgage market that are somewhat controversial. 

 On the first point, Poloz thinks the overall nationwide housing market will 

return to growth “later this year” as various OSFI, provincial and 

municipal policies work their way through. This includes his expectations that 

Toronto and Vancouver should stabilize. His full speech walks through 

regional market differences. 

 On the second point, Poloz remains supportive of B20 mortgage guidelines. 

His direct quote is as follows: 

“Evidence suggests that the new guidelines have been working as 

designed. The quality of new loans continues to improve, and fewer 

mortgages are going to highly indebted buyers. From the house buyer’s 

perspective, the guidelines look like a cut in purchasing power. But many 

are adapting by buying less expensive housing or delaying their purchase 

until they have built up more savings. To the extent that the new 

guidelines have helped stop the speculative rises in house prices in 

Vancouver and Toronto, they presumably have also worked to help keep 

houses from becoming even less affordable.”   

 Third is that Poloz notes that those renewing popular five year mortgages 

have not seen higher mortgage payments against some of the claims 

made within the industry that the BoC’s tightening policy would come to 

damage housing. Some of those claims on refi risk have tended to be rather 

alarmist indeed, but one would be remiss not to observe that higher variable 

borrowing costs have certainly impacted borrowers through that product over 

time whether they stayed variable or subsequently switched to fixed over the 

hike cycle. The quote is as follows: 

“From our initial look at individual loan-level data in 2019, we see that 

mortgage payments did not rise for most borrowers who recently 

renewed a five-year, fixed-rate mortgage. Despite increases in our policy 

interest rate, bond yields and mortgage rates have declined this year 

along with global interest rates.” 

 Poloz goes on to note that next week’s Financial System Review (Thursday) 

and their Financial System Hub (here) will have more to offer on housing and 

mortgage views and research by the BoC. 

 Fourth, Governor Poloz came out in support of three forms of mortgage 

innovation. He positioned the mortgage market as a market that “ hasn’t 

changed much over time.”  That might be a stretch to industry participants 

given the widespread product innovation that began before the GFC. Some 
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aspects of that prior period of innovation were rolled back by the government and perhaps overly so, like long-amortization 

mortgages (25 years insured, 30 years uninsured), while other aspects of product innovation have been retained. At least 

Poloz notes the innovation in processing and technology but it’s a pretty strong statement to claim there really hasn’t been 

innovation and to then only point to three examples of how to fix that. 

 Longer terms, given that the practical limit for mortgage borrowers is generally the 5 year term. The only 

problem is that Poloz kind of slopes off the important issue of how he’d achieve this given that it would likely take an 

act of Parliament and changes at the CMHC to allow longer terms. Easy peasy. Poloz notes that the 1880 

Interest Act (here, Section 10 page 3) sets a prepayment penalty that is insufficient to compensate lenders for the 

lower interest income they’d receive. In effect, this kills the practical availability of terms over five years. Poloz also 

notes the Canada Mortgage Bond program’s five year funding sets the tone for the term offerings. 

 The Governor took the potentially controversial step of supporting shared equity mortgages “so that borrowers and 

lenders share the risk that the price of a home will decline.”  See an outline here with more details forthcoming later 

this year. Lenders of course do share risk in a foreclosure or insolvency proceedings. Regardless it is a step by Poloz 

in support of the CMHC’s shared equity mortgages which very loosely ties back to monetary policy and stability 

considerations but sounds more like general policy advocacy for the Feds. 

 Poloz also supported a private MBS market especially for smaller lenders. This is in keeping with a BoC staff 

piece from last July on the topic (here). Poloz rightly notes that Canada has had a better experience with 

securitization than the US over time, given the latter heaped excess leverage onto conduits, there were serious 

issues over what the conduits contained and the US is a very different funding system with different mortgage rules 

and products. 

 Poloz’s press conference was pretty uneventful. When asked about US-China tariff conflicts and the prospects for a rate 

cut in Canada, he reiterated the standing line that the BoC is data dependent and it’s impossible to guess such policy 

developments. 
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